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The City and County of Los Angeles have devoted significant time and resources in
creating a Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan. This Plan incorporates
transportation infrastructure as a key element of accessibility and mobility for the LA
River, and addresses the need to have a regionally connected bikeway network. The
County and many cities in the Los Angeles River Corridor, often with the assistance of
the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), have
implemented major infrastructure and recreation areas along the river, its tributaries,
and connecting surface streets.
In May 2014, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers recommended approval of an
ambitious, $1-billion proposal to restore habitat, widen the river, create wetlands and
provide pedestrian access points aid bicycle paths along an 11-mile stretch of the LA
River north of downtown through Elysian Park. This proposal, known as "Alternative 20,"
is the starting point for projects that will eventually revitalize all 51 miles of the river,
from the San Fernando Valley to Long Beach.
However, the plan does not cover the most significant gap along the Los Angeles River,
between the bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the Elysian Valley to the existing LA
River Path that connects the City of Maywood to the City of Long Beach. This gap was
also identified in MTA's Bicycle Tran~~ortation Strategic Plan adopted in 2006.
This gap is located in areas where the LA River is surrounded by active train tracks and
industrial uses, which make it difficult to acquire the necessary right-of-way for
placement of a bike path and pedestrian access on the river banks.
Recently a conceptual technical st~~y was presented to MTA, which focuses on an "In
River Channel Bike Path," similar to the bicycle path along the Arroyo Seco in the City
of Los Angeles. As the Regional Tr~r~>portation Planning Agency, MTA is best suited to
coordinate regional, countywide bicycle efforts. A study of this nature will require multiagency stakeholder coordination, end should include a detailed analysis of potential
bicycle, pedestrian, and transit conn~cfions to the LA River facilities.
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WE,THEREFORE, MOVE that the hoard direct the Chief Executive Officer to:
A. Develop a proposed scope fc~r studying an in-channel bike path design, with
logical pedestrian linkages Tong ingress and egress areas, that connects the
missing link from Taylor Yard to the City of Maywood;
B. Recommend a project timeline and a proposed implementation strategy to
advance a comprehensive bide channel study;
C. Identify and receive input from key stakeholders and study participants;
D. Report back to the ~~~rd i~? September 2014 on Items A - C and a possible
recommendation for i~nplem~;n#ation.

